
 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 

UNIQUE BF Q651 

 

Product Information:  
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UNIQUE BF Q651 

Full Synthetic 

 

Description: 

Synthetic fluid suited to braking systems that use a synthetic fluid, whether they are disc or drum 

systems. This fluid can also be used in clutch assistance systems that use a synthetic fluid. 

Precautions for use: 

 Always keep the brake fluid in its sealed original packaging 

 Any pollution with dust, water, petroleum products or other materials can cause incidents 

during brake operation. 

 Do not top up the container 

 Do not mix the brake fluid with a mineral fluid (L.H.M.) 

 Do not reuse the packaging 

 Brake fluids are corrosive to paintwork. Should it drip on the bodywork, rinse with water and 

wipe clean. 

 

Product features:  

 Miscible with other brake fluids of the same grade. 

 

Application:  

Braking systems 

 

Specifications:  

SAE J 1704, FMVSS 116 DOT 3, ISO 4925, V V-B-680B, and JIS K 2233 Class 3 

 

Packaging:  

1 x 0.450 L 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Typical data: 

Characteristics Method Units Typical Mini Maxi 

Kinematic viscosity @ - 40°C ASTM D 445 cSt 1450 - 1500 

Kinematic viscosity @ 100°C ASTM D 445 °C 1,7 1,5 - 

Pour point DOT3 °C 215 205 - 

Wet boiling point DOT3 °C 142 140 - 

pH  pH 8,2 7,0 11,5 

Appearance / color Visual - Limpid light amber 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The reader is advised, especially for critical applications, to make the final product choice in consultation with the supplier. 
Due to continual product research and development, the information contained herein is subject to changes without 
notification. The data mentioned in this product information sheet is meant to enable the reader to orientate himself about 
the properties and possible applications of our products. Although this overview is composed with all possible care on the 
stated date, the compiler does not accept any liability for damages caused by incompleteness and/or inaccuracies in this 
information, especially when these are caused by obvious typing errors. The terms of delivery of the supplier apply to all 

product supplies. 

 


